Supercoiled plasmid quality assessment by analytical arginine-affinity chromatography.
Supercoiled plasmids are an important component of gene-based delivery vehicles, applied in new therapeutic strategies such as gene therapy or DNA vaccination. However, aiming at the general distribution of plasmid DNA (pDNA) therapeutics requires a procedure to easily and efficiently assess the purity and recovery yield of the supercoiled (sc) plasmid isoform. Based on affinity interactions between amino acids and nucleic acids, an arginine affinity methodology with UV detection was established to quantify and to control the quality of sc plasmid biopharmaceuticals. The fact that this new technique allows to distinguish between plasmid isoforms represents an advantage, since it allows the selective quantification of the biologically active pDNA topology, and a more accurate analysis of the quality of the isolated plasmid. The analytical experiments were performed in 12 min and the method was found to be accurate, precise, reproducible and linear for a sc plasmid concentration range between 2 and 150 μg/mL. In comparison with other established methods used in the quantification of native pDNA (oc+sc), the main advance introduced by this new method is the possibility to quantify the sc plasmid in a sample containing other plasmid topologies, ensuring the purity of plasmid products to be therapeutically applied.